Opera: Passion, Power and Politics

**Opera exhibition catalogue (hardcover)** £35 (special V&A price)

**Maestro and Diva decoration £12 (each)**

**V&A needle lace pocket mirror £2.50**

**V&A Opera tote £7.50**

**View of London – cloth map print £30**

**Maestro and Diva decoration £12 (each)**

**V&A Opera cartoon print (mounted print) £7.50**

**Diva socks £9.50**

**V&A Opera tote £7.50**

**Musical Mozart £30**

**Opera: Passion, Power and Politics CD £15**

**Contact** / For further information contact Siân Jones on +44 (0)20 7942 2502 or email s.jones@vam.ac.uk

**Images** / For further images please visit pressimages.vam.ac.uk
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Opera: Passion, Power and Politics

Pleated scarf by Nawal Gebreel £69

Statement necklace by Angela Caputi £395

Faux fur tippet scarf £45

Red papillon fan £36

V&A Beardsley silk scarf £85

Woven clutch by Ale Walsh £175

Musical charms by Mirabelle £40 – £50

Silk stitched coat £335

Leather fan earrings by Rosita Bonita £45

Contact / For further information contact Sian Jones on +44 (0)20 7942 2502 or email s.jones@vam.ac.uk
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